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Gwyn is adventurous and determined Emperor Penguin who works in a group
as Emerald miner in the icy depths of Arctic. With various skills, personalities
and distinctive appearances, Gwyn stands out among other fellow penguins.
Years of physical labor in the mines have made them strong and resilient.

Having been born into a family of miners,Gwyn's passion for exploration
and digging was shaped by their family from the young age.
Growing up in the frigid Arctic environment, they are fascinated by
 the mysterious sources hidden beneath the glaciers.

Drawn by their curiosity,
they are determined to uncover the treasures which led them to becoming
an expert in mining the Emerald. Over the years,
They decided to dedicate their life as skillful Emerald miners.

During their free time, Gwyn enjoy exploring the Arctic landscape
observing wildlife, and fishing. Their dreams of discovering a legendary 
emerald that would bring prosperity to their community and secure
the Gwyn name in mining history.Their ultimate goal is to contribute 
to the preservation of the ecosystem while uncovering
the hidden wonders of the icy depths.

Gwyn is characterized by their optimism, invincible spirit, and curiosity.

As a group they are constantly seeking new challenges
and discoveries even in the harsh conditions of the mining environment.

 Gwyn's positive outlook and cheerful manners serve as a source of
encouragement for his colleagues and they take responsibilities seriously,
ensuring that safety protocols are diligently followed.

As emerald miner, Gwyn fearlessly navigates through tunnels and
caverns equipped with specialized tools such as pickaxes, drills, and safety gears. 

Their exceptional strength, agility and sharp eyesight enable them
to spot emerald deposits and efficiently extract them from the rocky walls of the mine.

Gwyn's sharp mind and quick reflexes help them to handle unexpected situations
 whereby their swimming skills allow them to navigate icy waters with ease.



Mint your Gwyn Pet NFT and start earning as 
you nurture and shape them 
to be the best emerald miners.

When this gauge empty, your pet is hungry,
feed them before they lost their mood.

Regular feeding ensures your pet's contentment and well-being.

Various activities like fishing and 
mining consumes your Gwyn's energy

Recover energy by sleeping inside the igloo

Gauges the pet's love and bonding state towards you.Happier pets experience
slower stamina consumption and increase mining productivity

Indicates the pet's mining proficiency. The more they do working activities
like fishing or mining, the more they gain experience

The higher the experience, the bigger results they can achieve when they do mining or fishing.



A unique combination of an innovative virtual pet 
is now coming to the blockchain technology.

You can now interact and earn with your loved GWYN pet.
Nurture them and love them to gain 

maximum results in the mining station.

The Gwyn ecosystem relies
on the $GWYN token.
With a fixed supply and advanced
gamified economics
the token is deflationary
by design.
The auto-burn mechanism
on each in-game 
transactions ensures
the stability of the token value.



PETTING

To optimize Emerald mining ability
from the pets mining activities ,
you need to nurture the pet through various activities.

Feed your pet before their hunger meter is low
to maintain its well-being and happiness.

Allow the pet to fish in the pond , gathering 
fishes as food to ensure sufficient food stock.

Allow your pet rest in the igloo to recover
their stamina to be able to do upcoming activities.

Accompany your pet to walk to increase happiness 
and enhances its overall growth.

Give attention in form of physical touch to
boost the happiness / love meter.



GWYN ROLES

Gwyn introduces specialized roles for the pets
enriching the gameplay in the ecosystem.
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Miner pets posses strong field
mining ability and endurance.
This enabling them to collect 
resources efficiently.
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GAME ECONOMY

THE GAME ECONOMY HAS BEEN DESiGNED TO ENSURE THE GRADUAL
SCARCiTY OF THE $GWYN TOKEN OVER TiME. 
THiS iS ACHiEVED THROUGH THE iMPLEMENTATiON OF A BURN MECHANiSM
iN EVERY ON-CHAiN TRANSACTiON,
CAUSiNG THE $GWYN SUPPLY TO DECREASE PROGRESSiVELY.
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